SCHEDULED AT THE ZAC

December 7th

9h
- Atmosphere: Atmosphere, an all-terrain show-debate to save depressed eco-citizens!
- CENTQUATRE - Nef Curial

10h
- Seeds of progress
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

11h
- Energy Transition towards Sobriety: Efficiency and Renewable Energy: Is it possible? Will it be enough?
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

12h
- Agriculture industrialisation: a false solution to climate disruption
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

13h
- Human rights and climate change
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

15h
- Water and soil conservation
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

16h
- Films for understanding, and understanding to engage.
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

17h
- Change the trade, not the climate!
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

18h
- Real Solutions to the Climate Crisis - System change and trade unions perspectives
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

December 8th

9h
- L'Equilibrio to understand climate change
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

10h
- International solidarity and climate change
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

11h
- Let’s make the move to renewable energy!
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

12h
- Energy Democracy
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

14h
- Movements against energy transition
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

15h
- Conference of Adapter
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

16h
- Our voices, our power: Keep African fossils underground
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

17h
- Our voices, our power: Keep African fossils underground
- CENTQUATRE - Forum ouvert

18h
- Agroecology, a solution for future
- CENTQUATRE - Salle 200

W - Workshops
S - Shows
C - Conférences
P - Projections
E - Expositions
O - Outside activities
**December 9th**

9h  
It’s a job to feed the humanity  
Salle 200  
CENTQUATRE

9h  
South Atlantic Conference  
Via Campesina + Compagnie Art & T司法

10h  
Sharpening the activist’s body and mind  
Nef Curial  
CENTQUATRE

10h  
Santa’s Yoga for activists  
Nef Curial  
CENTQUATRE

10h  
Urban walks, the climate up against the wall  
Atelier du Bas  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

11h  
The game of global trade serving climate  
Atelier du Haut  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

11h  
Climate Change and the Threat to Food, Land and Water Resources  
Atelier du Haut  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

**December 10th**

9h  
Twister Game of sustainable development  
Atelier du Bas  
CENTQUATRE

9h  
Educational Games - Climate and International Solidarity  
Atelier du Haut  
CENTQUATRE

9h  
Sharpening the activist’s body and mind  
Nef Curial  
CENTQUATRE

10h  
Santa’s Yoga for activists  
Nef Curial  
CENTQUATRE

10h  
Urban walks, the climate up against the wall  
Atelier du Bas  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

20  
Crazy seasons stories of our land  
Theatre de la Vallée  
CENTQUATRE

11h  
Human warmth vs. global warming - let’s dance now!  
Atelier du Bas  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

11h  
Climate change - that’s gold!  
Atelier du Bas  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

11h  
Crazy seasons stories of our land  
Theatre de la Vallée  
CENTQUATRE

12h  
Cooling the Planet: Frontline Communities leading the struggle  
Grand Croisat  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

12h  
Video Presentation followed by Question and Answer Period  
Forum Ouvert  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

14h  
Effects of Climate Change in water availability in Mediterranean countries  
Salle 200  
CENTQUATRE

15h  
Effects of Climate Change in food risk in Mediterranean countries Case study Spain  
Salle 200  
CENTQUATRE

16h  
Effects of Climate Change in food risk in Mediterranean countries Case study Spain  
Salle 200  
CENTQUATRE

17h  
Fracking resistance cases worldwide  
Atelier du Bas  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

18h  
General Assemblies for negotiations’ debriefing  
Atelier du Bas  
Prix tournesol + Cie Nébuleuse

19h  
Feeding humanity, it’s a job  
Salle Jean Dame  
Via Campesina

**Workshops**  
S  
Shows  
P  
Conferences  
P  
Projections  
P  
Exhibitions  
P  
Outside activities
9h
Towards a climate against hunger
Action contre la faim
CENTQUATRE - Grand Salon

CENTQUATRE - Bourse du Travail - Grand Croisiat

Greenhouse gas in my bin
Zéro Waste France

10h
Urban walk: the climate up against the wall
CARE France - Alternative Urbaine

Co-engeneering, or how squorer's apprentice would like to play with the climate
Foundation Scieurs Climactiques

Rethinking development: acting together for systemic change
CODE

The fight against fracking in Latin America
La lucha frente al fracking en America Latina

Groups Regional de Fracking America Latina

Greenhouse gas in my bin
Zéro Waste France

11h
Futuro Caliente
Futuro Caliente

Greenhouse gas in my bin
Zéro Waste France

17h
Perspective from Bhutan: comparisons of models of development
Tips for the People of Bhutan - Beyond Apex

Soil Solutions to Climate Problems
Center for Food Safety

The rainforest are under threat
Nawada Pictures + Debutant Films

Rise Up Singing
Rise Up Singing

Towards a climate against hunger
Action contre la faim

Net Zero Emissions Dangerous sleight of hand
ETC group

12h
Co-violations of nature's rights and human rights
Earth law center

Dialogic and political engagement with African policy makers at COP21

Agriculture industrialisation: a false solution to climate disruption
Confederation Payanne - Via Campesina

System Change, Not Climate Change: Justice and the struggle against free trade deals
Norway Social Forum

14h
Perspective from Bhutan: comparisons of models of development
Tips for the People of Bhutan - Beyond Apex

Soil Solutions to Climate Problems
Center for Food Safety

The rainforest are under threat
Nawada Pictures + Debutant Films

Rise Up Singing
Rise Up Singing

Towards a climate against hunger
Action contre la faim

Net Zero Emissions Dangerous sleight of hand
ETC group

15h
Amazon Indigenous peoples' perceptions of the impacts of climate change
Indigenous Environmental Media

At the grassroots level: uniting faith and secular
Fast for the climate

Zero deforestation by 2020 as one of the key solutions to climate crisis
Foundation Solon - Global forest coalition

Rosia Montana today and rights of nature
Backhamama Romania

Speak out against destructive extractives
Dépuls, diarrèse et Woman Assembly

16h
Eel 2050
Ceased by Patrick

Can we save the climate?
Climates

Waste Pickers: Opening the Path to Solutions to Climate Change
CEEA - Zero Waste Europe

17h
The history and potential of fossil fuel divestment
350.org

Climate justice is a matter of social justice
350.org - collectif pour la justice climatique

Presentation of Tunisian Alternatives Apinature and Planting 25 Project
Association Tunisienne des Ingenieurs Agronomes

Climate change witnesses
Climates 201

18h
General Assemblies for negotiations' debriefing
Climates 201

At anytime in the ZAC

Exhibitions

Water and Climate
Coordination Eau IDF

Water and Climate
Of fossils and mens

Drought and Flooding in Brazil: the people at the gates of climate change
Atos Brasil

Portraits of Peasants
Confederation Payanne

Struggle photos
Critical information collective

Climate Camps
Kribish Rau

COP in MyCity

Installations

Climate Ribbon
Climate Ribbon Project

Landscape shoot
Balles tendres

(2 degrees)
Oeufs d'art

Concrete alternatives

Makers, Eco-Hackers and Open Source to the service of climate
POC21

Free digital
Hackers / open source

Action trainings

Tous les jours en français, et en anglais, pour préparer les actions de masse du 2012

Books to understand climate change

"Le Merle Moqueur", a bookstore in the heart of the CENTQUATRE offers a selection of books on climate issues, alternatives and resistances

Addresses to keep in mind:

Le CENTQUATRE-Paris
5, rue Curial — 75011 — Paris
Métro : Riquet / Stalingrad

Centre Social Espace 19
286, Rue de Comme — 75010 — Paris
Métro : Riquet

Bourse de Travail
3, rue du Château d'Éau — 75010 — Paris
Métro : République

Salle Jean Darne
10, Rue Léopold Belan — 75002 — Paris
Métro : Bourse / Sentier

Salle Olympie de Gouges
16, Rue Merlin — 75011 — Paris
Métro : Père Lachaise / Voltaire

Lost in the ZAC?